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22 G. Deepa & N. Kishan / IJM2C, 02 - 01 (2012) 21 -33.uids (i.e. lean uid plus interspersed partiles) are the rule and lean uids anexeption. Control of onvetion is also important in many of these non- isothermalappliations. Literature on magneto-miropolar uid and heat transfer is very ex-tensive due to its tehnial importane in the sienti� ommunity. Some literaturesurveys and reviews of pertinent work in this �eld are doumented by Ahmadi andShahinpoor [1℄ who reently analyzed the universal stability of magneto-miropolaruid motions. Mori [10℄ and Sparrow and Minkowyz [21℄ were the �rst investiga-tors to treat the problem of ombined onvetive heat transfer over a horizontalat plate with the e�ets of buoyany fores. Balaram and Sastry [2℄ and Maiti[9℄ studied the onvetion heat transfer in a miropolar uid through a vertialhannel and through a horizontal parallel plate hannel. The free onvetion in theboundary layer ow of a miropolar uid past a non- isothermal vertial at platehas been studied by Jena and Mathur [7℄ and Hassanien [5℄ studied.It should be noted that in the above studies the Hall urrent as well as the ion-slipe�ets are ignored. In fat, the Hall e�et is important when the Hall parameter,whih is the ratio between the eletron-ylotron frequeny and the eletron-atom-ollision frequeny, is high. This happens when the magneti �eld is high or whenthe ollision frequeny is low (Crammer and Pai, [3℄ Sutton and Sherman [23℄).Furthermore, the masses of the ions and the eletrons are di�erent and, in turn,their motions will be di�erent. Usually, the di�usion veloity of eletrons is largerthan that of ions and, as a �rst approximation , the eletri urrent density isdetermined mainly by the di�usion veloity of the eletrons. However, when theeletromagneti fore is very large (suh as in the ase of strong magneti �eld), thedi�usion veloity of the ions may not be negligible (Crammer and Pai [3℄ Suttonand Sherman [23℄). If we inlude the di�usion veloity of ions as well as that ofeletrons, we have the phenomena of ion slip. In the above mentioned work, the Halland ion slip terms were ignored in applying Ohms law, as they have no marked e�etfor small and moderate values of the magneti �eld. However, the urrent trendfor the appliation of magnetohydrodynami is towards a strong magneti �eld, sothat the inuene of the eletromagneti fore is notieable under these onditions, and the Hall urrent as well as the ion slip are important ;they have a markede�et on the magnitude and diretion of the urrent density and onsequently onthe magneti-fore term (Crammer and Pai [3℄ Sutton and Sherman[23℄).In most of the MHD ow problems, the Hall and Ion-slip terms in Ohms law wereignored . However, in the presene of strong magneti �eld, the inuene of Hallurrent and Ion-slip are important. Tani[24℄ studied the Hall e�ets on the steadymotion of eletrially onduting visous uid in hannels. Hall and Ion-slip e�etson MHD Couette ow with heat transfer have been onsidered by Soundelgekaret al [20℄. Hazem Ali et al [16℄ examined the MHD ow and heat transfer in aretangular dut with temperature dependent visosity and Hall E�et. EmmanuelOsalusi et al [11℄ investigated on the e�etiveness of visous dissipation and Jouleheating on steady MHD ow and heat transfer of a Bingham uid over a porousrotating disk in the presene of Hall and Ion-slip urrents. Hayat et al [6℄ studiedthe Hall e�et on the unsteady ow due to non oaxially rotating disk and uidat in�nity. Many of the problems in the literature deal with MHD ow betweenparallel plates / ow through irular pipes with Hall and Ion-slip e�ets, but notmuh attention has been given to the ow through a losed retangular hanneland onentri ylinders.The e�ets of Hall and ion-slip urrents in steady MHD free onvetive ow pastan in�nite vertial porous plate in a rotating frame of referene when the heat uxis maintained as onstant at the plate was studied by Ram [14℄. Later, Ram andTakhar [15℄ dealt with MHD free onvetion from an impulsively moving in�nite



G. Deepa & N. Kishan/ IJM2C, 02 - 01 (2012) 21 -33. 23vertial plate in a rotating uid with Hall and ion-slip urrents. Pop and Watanable[12℄ studied the e�ets of Hall urrent on MHD free onvetion ow past a semi-in�nite vertial at plate. The e�ets of Hall and ion-slip urrents on free onvetiveheat generating ow in a rotating uid were analyzed by Ram [13℄. Kinyanjui etal. [8℄ studied the e�ets of Hall urrent in the MHD Stokes problem for a vertialin�nite plate in a rotating uid. Seddeek [17℄ studied the e�ets of Hall and ion-slip urrents on magneto-miropolar uid and heat transfer over a non- isothermalstrething sheet with sution and blowing. Reently, Seddeek [18℄ studied the owof a miropolar uid past a moving plate by the presene of magneti �eld.In the present work, the aim is to investigate the Hall and ion-slip urrent e�etsof neutral seeding of the uid, in the form of introduing relatively rigid miroele-ments in the uid whih is moving in the presene of a magneti �eld. A linearmiropolar uid as presented by Eringen [4℄ is assumed to represent the model ofthe uid under onsideration. We have hosen to all the uid under disussiona magneto-miropolar uid. The riteria for Hall and ion-slip urrent e�ets onmagneto-miropolar uid with boundary layer mixed onvetion ow over a hori-zontal plate are then obtained. Numerial results are presented for range of valuesof Hall parameter, ion-slip parameter, magneti parameter, material parameter andbuoyany parameter of the uid.
2. Mathematial AnalysisConsider a steady laminar, inompressible, visous, eletrially onduting uidowing past a semi-in�nite horizontal plate having a uniform free stream veloityU1, denisity �1 and temperature T1. The x-axis is assumed to be taken alongthe plate and the y-axis normal to the plate. A transverse strong magneti �eld Bowith onstant intensity is imposed along the y-axis. For an eletrially ondutinguid, the Hall and ion-slip urrents signi�antly a�et the ow in the presene oflarge magneti �eld. The indued magneti �eld is negleted, sine the magnetiReynolds number is assumed to be very small (Sherli�[ 19℄). The e�ets of Hallurrent gives rise to a fore in the z-diretion, whih indues a ross ow in thatdiretion, and hene, the ow beomes three-dimensional. We assume that thereis no variation of ow or heat transfer quantities in the z-diretion. The governingboundary layer equations may be written as�u�x + �v�y = 0 (1)u�u�x + v�u�y = �v + k�1� �2u�y2 � 1�1 �p�x + k�1 �N�y � Bo�1 jz; (2)u�w�x + v�w�y = �v + k�1� �2w�y2 + Bo�1 jx 1�1 �p�y = �1(T � T1)(3)u�N�x + v�N�y = �1J� �2N�y2 � K�1J� �2N + �u�y� ; (4)(5)



24 G. Deepa & N. Kishan / IJM2C, 02 - 01 (2012) 21 -33.u�T�x + v�T�v = kf�1p �2T�y2 + ���u�y�2 ; (6)
Where u, v, and w are the veloity omponents in the x, y, and z diretions,respetively; N is the angular veloity; T is the uid temperature; v, k and  arethe visosity oeÆients, J� is the miro inertia per unit mass; kf is the thermalondutivity; CP is the spei� heat at onstant pressure, g is the gravitationalonstant and �1 is the oeÆient of volumetri expansion.The boundary onditions are given by

y = 0 : u = v = w = 0; N = 0; T = Tw(w)y !1 : u! U1; N ! 0; w ! 0; T ! T1; p! p1 (7)
Where �1 is the hydrostati pressure in the undisturbed uid. The equation ofonservation of eletri harge O:j = 0 gives jy = onstant, where j = (jx; jy; jz).This onstant is assumed to be zero sine jy = 0 everywhere in the ow. Theexpression for the urrent density omponents jx and jz as obtained from thegeneralized Ohms law (Sutton and Sherman [23℄), are given by

jx = ��2e + �2e [�(Ex � wBo) + �(Ez � uBo)℄;jz = ��2e + �2e [�(Ez + uBo)� �(Ex � wBo)℄
Where �e is the Hall parameter, �i is the ion-slip parameter, � is the eletrialondutivity and �e = 1 + �i�e. In the absene of eletri �led (Ex = Ez = 0), weget

jx = �Bo�2e + �2e (�eu� �ew); (8)jz = �Bo�2e + �2e (�eu+ �ew) (9)



G. Deepa & N. Kishan/ IJM2C, 02 - 01 (2012) 21 -33. 25Now we use the dimensionless variable, whih takes the formx = xL ; y =rReX yL ;U = UU1 ; v =rReX vU1 ; w = wU1 ;N1 = NLU1rXRe ; �T � T1T � ; p = p� p1�1U1 ;� = ��J� ; B = v2ReJ�U21 ; Ar = gL�1T �U21 ; (Arhimedes number)Re = U1xv = U1XLv ; (Reynolds number);M= k� ; (Material parameter);
 = Arr xRe ; (Buoyany parameter);pr = �1vpkf ; (Prandtl number);M = �vReB2o�1U21 ; (magneti parameter); (10)Wehre T � represents a harateristi temperature di�erene between plate and freestream and L is the value of the x-oordinate where T � = Tw � T1. � and B arethe miropolar uid parameters.We further de�ne the following similarity variables.� = Y X� 12 ;  = X 12 f(�);N1 = X� 12 g(�); � = X� 12 �(�); W = h(�): (11)With u = � �Y , V = � � �X and introduing equations (8), (9), (10) and(11) in toequations (2), (3), (5) and (6) give2(1+ M)f 000 + ff 00 + 2 M g0 +
�� � 2M�2e + �2e (�ef 0 + �eh) = 0 (12)2(1+ M)h00 + fh0 � 2M�2e + �2e (�eh� �ef 0) = 0 (13)�g00 + 12(f 0g + fg0)� M :B(2g + f 00) = 0 (14)2pr�00 + f�0 + f 0� + 2Ef 002 = 0 (15)In the above equations, a prime denotes di�erentiation with respet to � only.Now the equation is a linear di�erential equation whih is solved by using theimpliit �nite di�erene method. With the implementation of the impliit �nitedi�erene method the equation (12), (13), (14) and equation (15) are beomes



26 G. Deepa & N. Kishan / IJM2C, 02 - 01 (2012) 21 -33.a(i)f(i+ 1) + b(i)f(i) + (i)f(i� 1)� rf(i� 1)� d(i) = 0 (16)a1(i)h(i + 1) + b1(i)h(i) + 1h(i � 1)� d1(i) = 0 (17)a2(i)g(i + 1) + b2(i)g(i) + 2g(i� 1)� d2(i) = 0 (18)a3(i)�(i+ 1) + b3(i)�(i) + 3�(i� 1)� d3(i) = 0 (19)where r = 1+ M; r1 = 2M=�2e + �2ea(i) = r+ M1 �F (i) = (M1 �)2r1�2e=2b(i) = �3r � 2 M1 �F (i) + (M1 �)3F2(i)(i) = 3r+ M1 �F (i) + (M1 �)2r1�2e=2d(i) =M1 �3[F2(i)F (i) � 2 M g1(i) � 
�� + r1�eh(i)a1(i) = r + M1 �f(i)2b1(i) = �2r � (M1 �)2r�e1(i) = r � M1 �f(i)2d1(i) = �r1(M1 �)2�eF1(i)a3(i) = 2 + M1 �Prf(i)2b3(i) = �4 + (M1 �)2PrF1(i)3(i) = 2� M1 �Prf(i)2d3(i) = �2(M1 �)2PrE(F2(i))2The transformed boundary onditions are given by:f(0) = 0; f 0(0) = 0; h(0) = 0; g(0) = 0; �(0) = 1f 0(1) = 1; h(1) = 0; g(1) = 0; �(1) = 1 (20)3. Numerial results and disussionEquations (12)(15) are non-linear oupled ordinary di�erential equations �rst, wehave linearsied by using the quasilinearisation tehnique. The Equations (16)-(19)with the boundary onditions (16) have been solved by using the �nite di�erenemethod. A stem size of M1 � = 0:01 was seleted. The results obtained for steadyow are displayed in tables 1-5 and Figures 1(a)-9(b) for Pr = 0:7, � = 0:5 andB = 0:01 at di�erent values of the Hall parameter �e, the ion-slip parameter�i, the material parameter M, the magneti �eld parameter M and the buoyanyparameter 
, Ekert number E.Results



G. Deepa & N. Kishan/ IJM2C, 02 - 01 (2012) 21 -33. 27The results of numerial omputations are displayed in Figures 1-6 for the ve-loity pro�les f 00, h, g and temperature pro�les � for di�erent ow parameters �e,�i, M, M , 
 and E. It is seen from Figure 1(a) that the variation of distributionof veloity pro�le f 0 inreases with inreasing hall parameter �e. In Figure 1(b)shows that the indued ow in the �-diretion begins to develop as �e inreases inthe interval 0 6 �e 6 1 and dereases for �e > 1. The angular veloity pro�les g(�)are shown in Figure 1() for di�erent values of �e. It is observed that the angularveloity g(�) dereases with the inrease of hall parameter �e. The e�et of �e ontemperature pro�les is less. It is seen that with the inrease of �e the temperaturepro�les inreases near the plate and the reverse phenomena is observed far awayfrom the plate.
(a) Veloity pro�les along theplate (b) Veloity pro�les aross theplate
() Angular veloity pro�les at theplate (d) Temperature pro�lesFigure 1. �i = 0:4, M= 4:5, M = 0:3, and 
 = 0:5.Figure 2 represents the e�et of ion slip �i on f 0 , h , g and temperature pro�les �.It an be seen that the veloity f 0 dereases with the inrease of ion-slip parameter�i. The e�et of �i is to redues the veloity pro�les aross the plate h is dereases.From the �gures it is observed that the e�et of �i is megers on g and temperature�.Figure 3 displays the e�et of material parameter M on f 0 , h, g and �. It isnotied from the �gures that the magnitude of the veloity of miropolar uid aresmaller than that of Newtonian uids as the material parameter M inreases the f 0and h dereases. It is also lear from these �gures that the angular veloity g andtemperature � inreases with the inrease of M. The magnitude of the maximumvalues of the angular veloity inrease and inetion point for the angular veloitydistribution moves further away from the surfae.The magneti �eld parameterM e�et are shown in Figures 4(a)-4(d). It is learfrom these �gures that e�et of magneti �eld is to deelerates the f 0, where asthe veloity pro�les aross the plate h inreases . Sine, the magneti �eld exertsa retarding fore on the free onvetion ow and beause of an aelerating fore,whih ats in a diretion parallel to the x-axis when hall an ion-slip urrent absentwith the e�et of magneti �eld parameter the angular veloity pro�les dereases
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(a) Veloity pro�les along theplate (b) Veloity pro�les aross theplate
() Angular veloity pro�les at theplate (d) Temperature pro�lesFigure 2. �i = 5, M= 4:5, M = 0:3, and 
 = 0:5.
(a) Veloity pro�les along theplate (b) Veloity pro�les aross theplate
() Angular veloity pro�les at theplate (d) Temperature pro�lesFigure 3. �e = 5, �i = 0:4, M = 0:3, and 
 = 0:5.near the boundary layer and the reverse phenomena is observed far away from theplate .The temperature pro�les inreases with the inrease of magneti parameterM is observed from the Figure 4(d).Figure 5 depits the e�et of buyony parameter 
 on f 0, h, g and �. The veloitydistribution f 0 is inreases with the inrease of 
 is observed from the Figure 5(a).
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(a) Veloity pro�les along theplate (b) Veloity pro�les aross theplate
() Angular veloity pro�les at theplate (d) Temperature pro�lesFigure 4. �e = 5, �e = 5, �i = 0:4, M= 4:5, and 
 = 0:5.It is notied that the Figure 5(b) the veloity pro�le aross the plate h is inreaseswith the inrease of 
. The e�et of buoyany parameter 
 is to inreases the gpro�les near the plate where as it dereases far away from the plate. It is notiedfrom Figure 5(d) the temperature pro�les dereases with the inrease of 
.
(a) Veloity pro�les along theplate (b) Veloity pro�les aross theplate
() Angular veloity pro�les at theplate (d) Temperature pro�lesFigure 5. �e = 5, �i = 0:4, M= 4:5, and M = 0:3.The e�et of visous dissipation on f 0, h, g and � are shown in Figure 6. The
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(a) Veloity pro�les along theplate (b) Veloity pro�les aross theplate
() Angular veloity pro�les at theplate (d) Temperature pro�lesFigure 6. �e = 5, �i = 0:4, M= 4:5, M = 0:3, and 
 = 0:5veloity pro�les f 0 , h inreases with the inrease of E is observed. The angularveloity pro�les g dereases with the inrease of E far away from the boundarylayer is observed, where as the e�et of E near the boundary layer is very small.It an be seen that from Figure 6(d) the temperature pro�les inreases with theinrease of E.
(a) Dimensionless wall shear stressf 00(0) as a funtion of the buoy-any parameter 
 for various ma-terial parameter M (b) Dimensionless wall ouplestress g(0) as a funtion of thebuoyany parameter 
 for variousmaterial parameter MFigure 7. �e = 5; �i = 0:4 and M = 0:3.Results for the dimensional less loal wall shear stress f 00(0), dimensional lesswall oupled stress g(0), the h(0), and �0(0) values are presented in table 1-5. Fordi�erent values of �e, �i, 
,M , and E. From the table we observe that the preseneof miro elements is found to be an important appliation in the ontrol of owseparation. With the inrease of f 00(0), g(0) inreases. The h(0) value inreasesfor 0 6 �e 6 1 where as it dereases � > 1. The �(0) value dereases with theinrease of �e. The f 00(0), g(0) inreases with the inrease of �i for �i < 1 where asit inreases for �i > 1. The h(0), �(0) values dereases with the inrease of �i. theinreasing in the value of M the f 00(0), h(0) values dereases where as g(0) and �(0)values are inreasing . From table 4 it is observed that due to the e�et of M the
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(a) Dimensionless wall shear stressf 00(0) as a funtion of the buoy-any parameter 
 for various mag-neti parameter M (b) Dimensionless wall ouplestress g(0) as a funtion of thebuoyany parameter 
 for variousmagneti parameter MFigure 8. �e = 5; �i = 0:4 and M= 0:3.f 00(0), g(0) are dereases where as h(0) and �(0) values inreases. As the inreasethe value of 
 from 0 to 1 the value of f 00(0), h(0), g(0) are inreases . where as�(0) value dereases.
(a) Dimensionless wall shear stressf 00(0) as a funtion of the buoy-any parameter 
 for variousHall parameter �e(�i = 0:4;M=4:5 and M = 0:3). (b) Dimensionless wall ouplestress g(0) as a funtion of thebuoyany parameter 
 for vari-ous magneti parameter M(�e =5; �i = 0:4 and M= 4:5).Figure 9. Dimensionless wall stressTable 1. Results of f 00(0), h0(0), �g0(0), and ��0(0)with �e (�i = 0:4, M= 4:5, M = 0:3, 
 = 0:5).�e f 00(0) h0(0) �g0(0) ��0(0)0.4 0.255638 0.025561 0.055836 0.0034580.8 0.272581 0.036175 0.057566 0.0026851 0.27977 0.038032 0.058267 0.0024112 0.302616 0.035302 0.060373 0.0017094 0.318539 0.024302 0.061744 0.001345



32 G. Deepa & N. Kishan / IJM2C, 02 - 01 (2012) 21 -33.Table 2. Results of f 00(0), h0(0), �g0(0), and ��0(0)with �i (�e = 5, M= 4:5, M = 0:3, 
 = 0:5).�i f 00(0) h0(0) �g0(0) ��0(0)0.1 0.325048 0.026204 0.062293 0.0013180.5 0.321274 0.018765 0.061971 0.0013041 0.321219 0.01144 0.061962 0.0013073 0.326151 0.002544 0.062372 0.0012035 0.328441 0.001031 0.062561 0.001161Table 3. Results of f 00(0), h0(0), �g0(0), and ��0(0)with M (�e = 5, �i = 0:4, M = 0:3, 
 = 0:5).M f 00(0) h0(0) �g0(0) ��0(0)0.5 0.659937 0.064326 0.009287 0.0001801.5 0.506901 0.042869 0.026408 0.0002014.5 0.321785 0.02065 0.062015 0.00128313.5 0.169781 0.007097 0.092381 0.003510Table 4. Results of f 00(0), h0(0), �g0(0), and ��0(0)with M (�e = 5, �i = 0:4, M= 4:5, 
 = 0:5).M f 00(0) h0(0) �g0(0) ��0(0)1 0.292597 0.060383 0.05952 0.0010503 0.204431 0.118104 0.050565 0.0055045 0.136128 0.0125393 0.041334 0.016097Table 5. Results of f 00(0), h0(0), �g0(0), and ��0(0)with 
 (�e = 5, �i = 0:4, M= 4:5, M = 0:3).
 f 00(0) h0(0) �g0(0) ��0(0)0 0.092296 0.011802 0.043044 0.0118690.1 0.157264 0.014695 0.050241 0.0069870.3 0.250101 0.018025 0.057657 0.0016760.5 0.321785 0.02015 0.062015 0.0012831 0.463862 0.023631 0.068427 0.000293Referenes[1℄ Ahmadi G., and Shahinpoor M. Universal stability of magneto-miropolar uid motions , Int. J .Engng Si, 12 (1974) 657-663.[2℄ Balaram M., Sastry V. U. K. Miropolar free onvetion ow, Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer. 16 (1973)437-440.[3℄ Crammer K. R. and Pai S. I. Magnetouid dynamis for engineers and applied physiists, (1973),MGraw-Hill, New York.[4℄ Eringen A. C, Theory of miropolar uids, J. Math. Meh, 16 (1966) 1-18.[5℄ Hassanien I. A. Combined fore and onvetion in boundary layer ow of a miropolar uid over ahorizontal plate, Z.angew. Math. Phys. 48 (1997) 571-583.[6℄ Hayat T., Ellahi R., Asghar S. Hall e�et on the unsteady ow due to nonoxially rotating disk anduid at In�nity , Chem. Engg. Commun. 195(8) (2008) 1-19.[7℄ Jena S. K., Mathur M. N. Similarity solutions for laminar free onvetion ow of a thermomiropolaruid past a non- isothermal vertial at plate, Int. J. Engng. S., 19 (1981) 1431-1439.[8℄ Kinyanjui M., Chaturvedi N., Uppal S. M. MHD stokes problem for a vertial in�nite plate in adissipative rotating uid with Hall urrent,Energy Conservation Mgmt. 39 (1998) 541-548.[9℄ Maiti G. Convetive heat transfer in miropolar uid ow through a horizontal parallel plate hannel,ZAMM. 55 (1975) 105-111.[10℄ Mori J., Heat J. Transfer ASME, Series C. 83 (1961) 479-482.[11℄ Osalusi E., side J., Harris R., Johnston B. On the e�etiveness of visous dissipation and Joule heatingon un Unsteady MHD ow and heat transfer of a Bingham uid over a porous rotating disk in thepresene of Hall and Io-slip urrents, Int. Commun. Heat Mass. 34 (2007) 1030-1040.
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